We developed Lisa (http://lisa.cistrome.org) to predict the transcriptional regulators (TRs) of 22 differentially expressed or co-expressed gene sets. Based on the input gene sets, Lisa first uses 23 compendia of public histone mark ChIP-seq and chromatin accessibility profiles to construct a 24 chromatin model related to the regulation of these genes. Then using TR ChIP-seq peaks or 25 imputed TR binding sites, Lisa probes the chromatin models using in silico deletion to find the 26 most relevant TRs. Applied to gene sets derived from targeted TF perturbation experiments, Lisa 27 boosted the performance of imputed TR cistromes, and outperformed alternative methods in 28 identifying the perturbed TRs. 29 30 Keywords 31 Transcription factors, gene regulation, chromatin accessibility, DNase-seq, H3K27ac ChIP-seq, 32 differential gene expression, gene set analysis 33 34 List of abbreviations 35 TF: transcription factor 36 CR: chromatin regulator 37 TR: transcriptional regulator 38 RP: regulatory potential 39 ISD: in silico deletion 40 ROC: receiver operator characteristic 41 AUC: area under curve 42 ChIP-seq: chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by DNA sequencing 43 DNase-seq: DNase I digestion followed by DNA sequencing 44 H3K27ac: histone H3 lysine 27 acetylation 45 AR: Androgen Receptor 46 ER: Estrogen Receptor 47 GR: Glucocorticoid Receptor 48 49 Introduction 50
regulatory TRs, we developed Lisa chromatin landscape models, which use H3K27ac ChIP-seq 140 and DNase-seq chromatin profiles (Fig. 1b , Supp. Table 2 , and Methods) to model the regulatory 141 importance of different genomic loci. As differential gene expression experiments are not always 142 carried out in parallel with chromatin profiling experiments, Lisa does not require the 143 corresponding user-generated chromatin profiles, but instead uses the DNase-seq and H3K27ac
144
ChIP-seq data that is available in the Cistrome DB to help identify cis-regulatory elements 145 controlling a differential expression gene set. To this end, Lisa models chromatin landscapes 146 through chromatin RPs (chrom-RPs, Fig. 1b ), which are defined in a similar way to the peak-RP 147 with one small difference: genome-wide read signals instead of peak calls are used in the 148 calculation of the chrom-RP 28 . Changes in H3K27ac ChIP-seq and DNase-seq associated with 149 cell state perturbations are often a matter of degree rather than switch-like, therefore we base the 150 chrom-RP on reads rather than peaks. The chrom-RP is pre-calculated for each gene ( Fig. 1c-1) 151 and for each H3K27ac ChIP-seq / DNase-seq profile in the Cistrome DB (Supp. Fig. 1a , Supp.
152 Table 2 ). These chrom-RPs quantify the cis-regulatory activities that influence each gene under 153 cell-type specific conditions.
155
Given the query gene set, Lisa identifies a small number of Cistrome DB DNase-seq and H3K27ac
156
ChIP-seq samples that are informative about the regulation of these genes. Lisa does this by model. Whereas the chrom-RP integrates data over 200kb intervals, the scale of individual cisregulatory elements is of the order of 1kb. The ISD approach mitigates the difficulties in of the estrogen activated gene set. When all ER breast ChIP-seq samples are excluded, Lisa can still identify ER (rank 18) from ER ChIP-seq in the VCaP prostate cancer cell line. For the GR set in lung, Lisa identified GR as the key regulator (rank 1) using GR ChIP-seq data from breast expression and induces endoderm and trophectoderm differentiation 59 . Thus, in many cases, the known interactors are highly ranked along with the target activator or repressor. This suggests 275 that even though the available TF ChIP-seq data in different cell types are sparse (Supp. Fig. 1d ),
276
Lisa can provide insights on possible regulatory TFs since transcriptional machinery tends to be 277 organized in modules of interacting factors 60 (Supp. Fig. 4d 
293
We compared the performance of methods that use TF ChIP-seq data and TF motifs, on up-and 294 down-regulated gene sets, and on over-expression / activation and knock-down / knock-out 295 samples ( Fig. 5a ). In over-expression studies, the prediction performance of all methods tended 296 to be better for the up-regulated gene sets, than for the down-regulated ones. The reverse is 297 evident in the knock-out and knock-down studies for which the prediction performances are better 298 for the down-regulated gene sets (Fig. 5b,c ). This suggests that most of the TFs included in the 299 study have a predominant activating role in the regulation of their target genes, under the 300 conditions of the gene expression experiments, allowing these TFs to be more readily identified 301 with the corresponding direction of primary gene expression response. Similar performance 302 patterns were observed in the mouse benchmark datasets (Supp. Fig. 5 ). The performances of To determine whether differences between up-and down-regulated gene sets could be explained direct and indirect binding sites in the respective ER and GR activation experiments (Supp. Fig.   312 6) we found that the up-regulated gene sets were more significantly associated with the direct 313 binding sites (ER p-value: 1.5x10 -15 , GR p-value: 1.5x10 -18 ) than with the indirect ones (ER p-314 value: 3.8x10 -4 , GR p-value: 1.4x10 -12 ). The down-regulated gene sets were more significantly 315 associated with the indirect binding sites (ER p-value: 1.5x10 -15 , GR p-value: 1.5x10 -11 ) than with 316 the direct ones (ER p-value: 4.6x10 -2 , GR p-value: 3.0x10 -3 ).
318
In some cases, the perturbation of a TR may trigger stress, immune or cell cycle checkpoint 319 responses that are not directly related to the initial perturbation. In the Lisa analysis of up-320 regulated genes after 24 hours of estradiol stimulation (GSE26834), for example, E2F4 is the top 321 ranked TR, followed by ER. Estrogen is known to stimulate proliferation of breast cancer cells via 322 a pathway involving E2F4, a key regulator of the G1/S cell cycle checkpoint 61 . In this case, Lisa 323 might be correctly detecting a secondary response to the primary TR perturbation.
325

Comparison of Lisa with published methods
326
We next compared Lisa with other approaches, including BART 29 , iCisTarget 30 and Enrichr 31 , 327 which can use either TR ChIP-seq data or motifs. We also included a baseline method that ranks 328 TRs by comparing query and background gene sets based on the TR binding site number within 329 5kb centered on the TSS. Lisa outperformed BART, iCisTarget and Enrichr in terms of the 330 percentage of the target TR identified within the top 10 across all the experiments, either using 331 TF binding sites from ChIP-seq data or motif hits ( Fig. 6a,b ). Lisa uses a model based on 332 chromatin data to give more weight to loci that are more likely to influence the expression of the 333 query gene set. In this way Lisa improves the performance of TR inference with noisy cistrome 334 profiles such as those imputed from DNA sequence motifs. In addition to being more accurate 335 than other methods in terms of TR prediction, the Lisa web server (lisa.cistrome.org) has several 
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In this study, we describe an approach for using publicly available ChIP-seq and DNase-seq data 357 to identify the regulators of differentially expressed gene sets in human and mouse. On the basis 358 of a series of benchmarks we demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and report recurrent 359 patterns in the TRs predicted by these methods. We find the regulators of the up-regulated genes 360 and the down-regulated ones are often different from each other, therefore in any analysis of 361 differential gene expression, up-and down-regulated gene sets ought to be distinguished. Our 362 results show that many TFs have a preferred directionality of effect, indicative of a predominant 363 repressive or activating function. It is well known that many TFs can recruit both activating and 364 repressive complexes 63 , so the observed direction may be related to the stoichiometry and affinity 365 of the activating or repressive cofactors. We also observe differences between ChIP-seq based 366 analysis and motif based ones, suggesting differences in TF activity depending on whether a TF 367 interacts directly with DNA or whether it is recruited via another TF 64 . When a TF is recruited by 368 another TF it is likely that the enhancer has been already established by other TFs and protein 
